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Contextualization

The ruling Barisan Nasional (BN) (see Figure 1) has never lost a general election in Malaysia. The race-based coalition comprises 13 component parties and is headed by the United Malays National Organisation (Umno), a Malay nationalist party, whose current president is Najib Razak. Umno presidents have been appointed as all of Malaysia’s six prime ministers. The other major BN component parties in Malaysia – a predominantly Malay-Muslim country with significant Chinese and Indian minorities, besides various ethnic groups in the east Malaysia states of Sabah and Sarawak – are the Malaysian Chinese Association (MCA), Malaysian Indian Congress (MIC), Malaysian People’s Movement Party (Gerakan), and Sarawak-based Parti Pesaka Bumiputera Bersatu (PBB).

Figure 1: Leaders of BN’s component parties. Umno president Najib Razak (centre) is flanked by Umno vice president Ahmad Zahid Hamidi (left) and Umno secretary-general Tengku Adnan Tengku Mansor (right). Retrieved from https://www.barisannasional.org.my/wakil-rakyat/

Umno is present throughout the country, except in Sarawak that is controlled by the Bumiputera-based PBB. Umno, MCA and MIC restrict membership to Malays, Chinese and Indians respectively. Gerakan places no racial or religious restrictions on its membership, but its membership is predominantly Chinese. BN is a conservative party that can be considered somewhat economically liberal (albeit with explicit pro-Bumiputera economic policies), but practices social conservatism, with restrictions placed on civil liberties like freedom of speech and religious freedom. BN’s main ideology is to prioritise Malay rights and Islam. Bumiputera refers to Malays and natives of Sabah and Sarawak. Malaysia comprises 13 states and three federal territories of Kuala Lumpur, Labuan and Putrajaya.
The main federal Opposition pact is Pakatan Harapan (PH) (see Figure 2), comprising the People’s Justice Party (PKR), the Democratic Action Party (DAP), and two new parties – Malaysian United Indigenous Party (PPBM) and National Trust Party (Amanah). PH was formed in 2015 after the break-up of Pakatan Rakyat over disagreements between DAP and Islamist party, Parti Islam Se Malaysia (PAS). Pakatan Rakyat comprising PKR, DAP and PAS was formed shortly after the 2008 general election where the three parties agreed on straight fights against BN, which saw BN lose its parliamentary supermajority for the first time since 1969, as well as five states – Perak, Selangor, Penang, Kelantan, and Kedah. PAS (see Figure 3) restricts membership to Muslims and explicitly fights for Islam, with its key pledge to enforce hudud law in the country, a strict Islamic penal code that punishes theft with amputation of limbs and adultery and apostasy with death by stoning.
Amanah was formed by progressive leaders who quit PAS, while PPBM is a splinter party from Umno that is headed by former prime minister and former Umno president Mahathir Mohamad. Like Umno, PPBM is also a Malay nationalist party and restricts membership to Malays. Like PAS, Amanah’s goal is to uphold Islam, though perhaps a more moderate version of the religion. PKR posits itself as a moderate multi-racial party led by Malay-Muslims, while DAP’s membership is predominantly Chinese, even though the party is technically open to all races. PKR, whose de facto leader is Anwar Ibrahim, was formed after then prime minister Mahathir Mohamad sacked Anwar from Cabinet in 1998. PH is now led by Mahathir.

---

PH’s ideology can be considered conservative and centre-right, though, like its predecessor Pakatan Rakyat, it is unclear what its main views are because the component parties have very different ideologies. It is also generally a race-based coalition like the ruling BN. PH has announced it will run in the 2018 general election against both BN and PAS.

Information and data are hard to come by in Malaysia, but paradoxically, one’s personal data is widely available and gets little protection from abuse.

Section 2B of the Official Secrets Act 1972 allows “any” government document to be classified a state secret, including water and toll concession agreements, crime statistics, and, up until 2005, even the country’s Air Pollution Index. Wrongful communication of a state secret is punishable with imprisonment between one and seven years.

The Malaysian Auditor-General’s 2016 report on state investment firm 1Malaysia Development Berhad (1MDB), which is under investigation in at least 10 countries for alleged offences like money laundering and misappropriation of funds, was classified a state secret. United States Attorney-General Jeff Sessions said last December that 1MDB officials allegedly laundered more than US$4.5 billion. The US’ Department of Justice has filed several lawsuits to confiscate more than US$1.7 billion in assets suspected to have been misappropriated from 1MDB.

In Malaysia, however, no one has been arrested for corruption so far in connection to 1MDB. The US lawsuits have claimed that US$681 million of the stolen funds from 1MDB went into the account of “Malaysian Official 1”, who returned most of it. Malaysian Minister in the Prime Minister’s Department Abdul Rahman Dahlan has confirmed that “MO1” is Prime Minister Najib Razak. Attorney-General Mohd Apandi Ali, however, cleared Najib in 2016 of any wrongdoing over the deposit of US$681 million into the latter’s personal bank accounts months before the 2013 general election, claiming the money was a gift from the Saudi royal family.

The captivating 1MDB case (see Figure 4) – unlike previous corruption scandals in Malaysia due to its global reach, ties to Hollywood, and luxury assets purchased with money allegedly stolen from the fund – highlights the extent of graft and money politics in a country that has only seen one federal government, Barisan Nasional (BN), since its independence in 1957.
These money politics up till now in March 2018, however, have always revolved around vote-buying, not on using Malaysian voters’ personal data per se to craft tailored political strategies or election campaigns.

The Wall Street Journal reported\(^\text{11}\) in December 2015 that the money Najib had received was given to politicians or for projects to help the ruling party win the 2013 elections. According to the Journal, Najib allegedly used 1MDB to channel at least US$140 million to projects like schools and low-cost housing to help boost Umno’s chances in the election. Money from 1MDB was also allegedly used for things like scholarships for ethnic Chinese students and shelters for indigenous people in Sarawak, an east Malaysian state.

As the 13\(^\text{th}\) general election approached in 2013, the Journal reported that 1MDB began transferring hundreds of millions of dollars to politicians for their election campaigns. Najib, who is BN chairman, announced projects like low-cost housing and hospitals throughout the country. 1MDB allegedly financed free trips to Mecca for more than 1,000 village headmen.

In the northern state of Penang, a group called 1Malaysia Penang Welfare Club gave checks for hundreds of thousands of dollars to nongovernment groups who attended its event. 1Malaysia is a slogan created by Najib when he became prime minister in 2009. 1Malaysia Penang Welfare Club was reportedly organised by a man that the Journal said was a school friend of Jho Low, a central figure linked to 1MDB and acted as a senior strategist for BN in his home state of Penang during the 2013 election. The Journal reported that Najib had also announced during the 2013 election campaign that Yayasan Rakyat 1Malaysia, a

---

foundation he controlled, would donate RM2 million\textsuperscript{12} to two local schools in Penang, which the Journal said was aimed at winning Chinese support. The ethnic Chinese made up less than a quarter, or about 23.2 per cent of the 28.7 million-strong population in 2017, compared to an estimated 68.8 per cent of Bumiputera, seven per cent of Indians, and one percent of other ethnic communities. Chinese-majority seats, where the community comprises more than half the voter base, accounted for 30 out of 222 seats in Parliament during the 2013 election\textsuperscript{13}.

Yayasan Rakyat 1Malaysia had reportedly received a donation of about US$10 million from Genting Plantations Bhd\textsuperscript{14}, a plantation arm of the Genting Group, a few months after 1MDB allegedly bought power assets from Genting Group in October 2012 at an inflated price, five times what it was then worth. Wall Street Journal also reported that in the days before polling day on May 5, Umno supporters organised free dinners\textsuperscript{15} and gave out cash. BN’s rival Pakatan Rakyat, however, later won two-thirds majority\textsuperscript{16} in the Penang state assembly.

An anonymous letter written to Aliran magazine\textsuperscript{17} claimed that RM50 petrol vouchers from 1Malaysia Penang Welfare Club were given out to the public in April 2013 in Penang. The vouchers reportedly came with forms, where one had to fill in their name, address, identity card (IC) number (see Figure 5), mobile phone number and email address to take part in a lucky draw. Another form to acknowledge receipt of the petrol voucher requires one’s full name and IC number, address, contact number, the company one works at.
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\begin{thebibliography}{17}
The MyKad\textsuperscript{18} (MyKid for children below the age of 12) is an identity card (IC) issued to all Malaysian citizens. It contains one’s name, IC number, address, gender, race, religion, citizenship status, fingerprint minutiae, and photograph. For both the MyKad and MyKid, a Muslim or a child born to Muslim parents has the word “Islam”\textsuperscript{19} printed on their card, whereas for non-Muslims, one’s faith is not printed on the card but recorded in the National Registration Department’s (NRD) database.

It is unclear what such personal data was used for, or by whom. It is unlikely that the information was used to come up with highly targeted, personalised political messages in election campaigns, as BN’s modus operandi has always been to promise aid and development in exchange for support, or even, allegedly, to engage in explicit vote-buying through cash. The federal Opposition, Pakatan Harapan (PH), also allegedly engages in money politics and bribery during elections.

Bersih 2.0\textsuperscript{20} reported that bribery, treating, and money politics continued to be widespread during polls, as seen in the 2016 Sarawak state elections and the Sungai Besar and Kuala Kangsar by-elections that year. The polls watchdog noted that both federal and state governments (by both BN and PH) used government machinery in election campaigns. “Goodies and giveaways” in the guise of government programmes are common during election campaigning. Little action is taken even though the Election Offences Act criminalises the bribing of voters, providing food or drinks to influence a voter, or paying for the transport of voters to the poll\textsuperscript{21}.

A few local political analysts\textsuperscript{22} said in March that PPBM, the Malay party in Pakatan Harapan headed by former prime minister Mahathir, lacked funds and grassroots machinery in its bid to take on Umno in rural Malay seats, claiming that some voters were susceptible to “election goodies” like cash handouts, free petrol and meals, things that they have come to expect from BN but which PH could not afford to give.

"Which party is more capable of paying for voters who are going back to their hometown to vote? The general perception remains that BN is better able to do this. That is the challenge PH faces," Universiti Malaya political analyst Associate Professor Dr Awang Azman Awang Pawi was quoted saying.

According to Thomas Fann\textsuperscript{23}, a steering committee member with Bersih 2.0, a movement for free and fair elections, in general, there are many reports of cash handouts to secure votes for BN, ranging from RM50 to RM500 for each voter. Village or longhouse chiefs allegedly receive “stacks of cash” to secure the votes of whole communities. Reimbursement of voters for traveling to vote was reportedly common. Bukit Melawati state assemblyman Jakiran Jacomah from Umno reportedly confirmed that RM50 was given to voters in his constituency during the 2013 general election, but said the money was merely to “cover

\begin{footnotesize}
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costs for petrol". In Sabah, Kepayan residents claimed BN leaders, including candidates, handed out cash in RM50 denominations to voters. Locals in southern Sabah reportedly claimed vehicles from BN entourages carried safe boxes containing RM50 and RM100 notes.

Bersih 2.0 listed several vote-buying incidents involving both the ruling BN and PH in the 2016 by-elections in the parliamentary seats of Kuala Kangsar in Perak and Sungai Besar in Selangor. According to Bersih 2.0, which monitored both by-elections that were held on the same day on June 18, 2016, BN parties and federal ministries and departments (Department of Orang Asli Development, Youth and Sports Ministry, Ministry of Agriculture and Agro-based Industry, Department of Fisheries, Communications and Multimedia Ministry) gave out things like RM500 to rubber tappers, building an RM43.5 million bridge, a free dinner with free alcohol and a lucky draw, 10kg bags of rice, fertiliser, pesticides, farming tools, balls and shuttlecocks, RM100 to RM300 of allowance for registered fishermen, announced million-ringgit subsidies for fertiliser and pesticides, walkie talkies, as well as first aid kits. PH parties and PAS also allegedly gave out “goodies”, though much less than BN, such as vegetables, free motor service, T-shirts, and a lucky draw with gifts like an iron, blender, and stand mixer.

At the time of writing, as the 14th general election draws near, election “goodies” have started to be handed out. In Kelantan that has been under PAS for almost three decades, Deputy Prime Minister Ahmad Zahid Hamidi, who is also Umno vice-president, announced in March an RM3.5 million allocation to the Pasir Puteh parliamentary constituency, comprising RM2 million for repair, RM1 million to upgrade a hall, and RM500,000 to help single mothers. He reportedly promised another RM4 million for house repair if BN could win Pasir Puteh and four state seats. In Bentong, Pahang, MCA president Liow Tiong Lai said last March he would request a mini stadium for his constituency.

PKR and DAP politicians from Selangor, which has been under a Pakatan administration since 2008 (comprising PKR, DAP and PAS), are also inclined to tout the state government’s welfare programmes in the run-up to the 2018 election. At a carnival in March to celebrate Pakatan’s 10th year in power, PKR women’s chief Zuraida Kamaruddin promoted the state’s RM200 monthly assistance programme for housewives with a household income of less than RM2,000 monthly. The carnival also reportedly showcased the state government’s other initiatives, such as savings schemes for newborns, contributions to the elderly, and bereavement aid. RM200 (EUR 41.75) can buy perhaps a few days’ worth of groceries; the mean monthly household income in Malaysia in 2016 was RM6,958, while the median was RM5,228.

---

Umno Youth vice chief Khairul Azwan Harun\[32\] said in April 2017 that although his party possessed huge amounts of voters’ personal data, including names, phone numbers, IC numbers, and addresses, Umno had “failed to utilise the richness of the data” in the past. He had said Umno members collected various bits of information on voters, like the name of their spouse, their job, the number of spouses and children they have, where their children are studying, and their favourite hangout spots. But it is unclear how exactly this data is used in campaigning, or if it is used at all.

The prioritisation of money and development politics (by both sides of the political divide) must be seen in the context of Malaysia’s political system. The country has had only one federal government – BN (prior to 1974, its original form, the Alliance) – since the independence of Malaya on August 31, 1957 and the formation of Malaysia (comprising the peninsula, Sabah, Sarawak, and Singapore) on September 16, 1963. Singapore left, or was kicked out (depending who you talk to), of the federation on August 9, 1965.

BN (the Alliance then) lost its two-thirds majority in Parliament, which it needs to amend the Federal Constitution, for the first time on May 11, 1969\[33\] during the counting for peninsular seats. Two days later, the May 13 race riots\[34\] exploded, killing hundreds. The official government account blamed the riots on the alleged infiltration of communist elements into the predominantly Chinese opposition parties, whereas Kua Kia Soong, author of “May 13: Declassified documents on the Malaysian riots of 1969”, blamed Umno, claiming that the riots were orchestrated and not a spontaneous eruption of violence. The New Economic Policy (NEP)\[35\], which put into place various pro-“Bumiputera” (sons of the soil) policies and quotas to narrow the economic gap between the Malays and Chinese, was shortly introduced in 1971. It was meant to have lasted for only 20 years, but race-based policies in favour of the Malay majority continue to be practiced today. BN is a race-based political coalition that currently comprises 13 component parties: the main parties are Umno, MCA, MIC, Gerakan, and in Sarawak, PBB. Umno, a Malay party, is the head. MCA and MIC limit their memberships to Chinese and Indians. Gerakan’s membership is open to Malaysians regardless of race, but it is predominantly Chinese.

Fast forward to 2008\[36\], BN lost its two-thirds parliamentary majority for the first time since 1969, winning 140 out of 222 seats in Parliament. The ruling coalition also lost five states – Penang, Kedah, Perak, Selangor and Kelantan. BN performed worse in the 2013 election, securing 133 parliament seats (a simple majority in Parliament) and failing to recapture Selangor, Penang and Kelantan. It lost the popular vote for the first time in history, getting only a 47 per cent share\[37\]. Selangor and Penang’s chief ministers are from PKR and DAP respectively, while the east coast state of Kelantan has been under PAS since 1990.

---

In the 2008 election, PKR, DAP and PAS did not run against each other to ensure the best possible outcome in the first-past-the-post system. Pakatan Rakyat comprising the three parties was formed shortly after the poll. However, the pact fell apart in 2015 due to disagreements between the Chinese-dominant DAP and Islamist party PAS. Pakatan Harapan (PH) – comprising PKR, DAP, PAS splinter party Amanah, and Umno splinter party PPBM – was born later. PH is led by former Umno president and ex-prime minister Mahathir Mohamad, who is also the chairman of PPBM and PH’s prime minister candidate.

PKR and DAP do not limit memberships based on race or religion, although their members are predominantly Malay and Chinese respectively. PPBM restricts main membership to Malays, while Amanah espouses an Islamic agenda. PAS restricts membership to Muslims and also champions an Islamic ideology.

Digital context

Although the Personal Data Protection Act (PDPA) 2010 was enacted to regulate the processing of personal data in commercial transactions, two major data breaches have occurred since the law was passed in 2010. Technology news portal Lowyat.net reported in October 2017 that the personal details of 46.2 million mobile number subscribers from Malaysian telcos and mobile virtual network operators have been leaked and put up for sale online, stolen from a 2014 data breach. The data from the telco records leaked included customer names, billing addresses, mobile numbers, sim card numbers, imsi numbers, handset models, and customers’ IC numbers. The personal data of millions of Malaysians belonging to recruitment website Jobstreet.com, the Malaysian Medical Council, the Malaysian Medical Association, Academy of Medicine Malaysia, the Malaysian Housing Loan Applications, the Malaysian Dental Association and the National Specialist Register of Malaysia was also reportedly put up for sale on Lowyat Forums for an undisclosed amount of bitcoin. Lowyat.net reported that the breached Jobstreet database contained almost 17 million rows of customer information, including the candidate’s name, login name, hashed passwords, email id, nationality, address and handphone number. Over 20,000 records from the Malaysian Medical Association were leaked, while the breached data from the Malaysian Medical Council, which oversees the registration of medical practitioners, reportedly contained almost 62,000 records. According to Lowyat.net, the data leaked included names, IC numbers, mobile numbers, and home and work addresses.

The first response from Malaysia’s internet regulator, the Malaysian Communications and Multimedia Commission (MCMC), was to order Lowyat.net to remove its first report on

---

38 Malay Mail (2015, June). Pakatan is no more, DAP declares. Retrieved from http://www.themalaymailonline.com/malaysia/article/pakatan-is-no-more-dap-declares#rTMxrRj0zARqKazQ.97
the massive data breach, describing the article as an “advertisement of the sale”. MCMC later allowed Lowyat.net to restore the article.

Lowyat.net reported last January another data breach, this time involving 220,000 pledged Malaysian organ donors and their next-of-kin. The data was reportedly leaked online as early as September 2016, containing various personal details of pledged organ donors like their name, IC number, date of birth, age, nationality, race, gender, address, phone number, email address, and organs to donate. The leaked data included information of the pledger’s next-of-kin, which were name, relationship, address, and phone number. Lowyat.net said the leaked data contained sign up data from government hospitals and National Transplant Resource Centers across Malaysia, which it said meant the information had been retrieved from a central database.

Police said they were investigating the latest data breach, but claimed to have little progress with its joint investigation with the MCMC on the previous data leak involving 46.2 million mobile number subscribers. None of the telcos – or any of the private or government entities named in Lowyat.net’s reports, except for Jobstreet.com which publicly acknowledged the data breach – have made public announcements about notifying those affected, or how they would better protect customer data.

The PDPA does not apply to federal or state governments; it only covers commercial transactions. The law also does not require parties to admit breaches of their databases. The Department of Personal Data Protection Malaysia has also said the use of personal data for political campaigning purposes did not fall within the jurisdiction of the PDPA. The MyKad (MyKid for children below the age of 12) is an identity card (IC) issued to all Malaysian citizens. It contains one’s name, IC number, address, gender, race, religion, citizenship status, fingerprint minutiae, and photograph. For both the MyKad and MyKid, a Muslim or a child born to Muslim parents has the word “Islam” printed on their card, whereas for non-Muslims, one’s faith is not printed on the card but recorded in the (NRD) database. Birth certificates also record a child’s race and religious status. One can also apply to have one’s MyKad record one’s driving license information, like expiry date, license type, and category of license owner; passport information like expiry date and serial number; digital certificates; and basic health information like blood type, allergies, organ implants, chronic diseases, and information on beneficiary or next-of-kin. The NRD records births, deaths, marriages, divorces, and citizenship, among others. One’s IC number and MyKad is used almost everywhere in Malaysia, from passing it to the guardhouse before entering a gated and guarded neighbourhood (common in cities), to accessing public services like health care, sitting for school examinations, and getting a driving license, or registering for a conference or even for a short 5km run. The MyKad is used ubiquitously in Malaysia, often with no knowledge on how people recording IC numbers in sign-up sheets store such data. There have also been reports of a rise in scam.

calls from scammers pretending to be bank officers, who try to gather as much information as possible from their victims. Cybersecurity experts also said they expected a spike in marketing and scam calls and messages following the leak of 46.2 million mobile phone subscribers’ data, such as messages offering property, “loans” and credit for online casinos, or phone calls claiming one owed a bank money or that one’s relative was arrested for a drug-related offence. The writer herself, who owns an apartment unit in Subang Jaya, had received unsolicited text messages from people claiming to have tenants or buyers looking for property in her area at a time when she was searching for tenants.

The Ministry of Health announced in April 2017 the Malaysian Health Data Warehouse (MyHDW) that aims to synchronise patient data from private and public clinics and hospitals, including patients’ medical records, as well as data from the National Registration Department (which records Malaysian citizens’ birth, death, marriage, and divorce), the Department of Statistics, and other health-related agencies. The Health Ministry’s announcement said MyHDW was at Phase One and had already collected data from 2.5 million inpatients from all government and military hospitals and daycare unit services. Phase Two of MyHDW aims to collect 70 million outpatient medical record data from other health facilities like health and specialist clinics.

It is unknown if these patients were informed beforehand about the collection of their data. No public consultations were done before the launch of the data warehouse. It is also unknown exactly what kind of data will be stored in MyHDW. MyHDW was developed by the Health Ministry in collaboration with Mimos Bhd, a technology provider under the Ministry of Science, Technology and Innovation.

Health director-general Dr Noor Hisham Abdullah claimed that MyHDW would not contain any personal information of patients like their name and address. He also said medical records would remain in hospitals and not be shared with any third parties. A Malaysian Medical Council member, Dr Milton Lum, however was unconvinced about how patient confidentiality would be protected and said some personally identifiable information was required for data mining in healthcare.

“Big data” is a term that has started to be bandied about by Malaysian government officials, but it is unclear what exactly that entails. The Communications and Multimedia Ministry said in May 2017 it was working with a few agencies on big data analytics. The Sarawak state government said in October 2017 it would roll out “Sarawak Big Data” (see Figure 6) in April 2018, a centralised database containing government data, though it is unknown what kind of data that is. Malaysian Administrative Modernisation and Planning Unit

(MAMPU)\textsuperscript{57}, which is an agency under the Prime Minister’s Department, said in October 2017 that it was trying to promote data sharing among government agencies to improve their services to the public.

Malaysia’s secrecy law, the Official Secrets Act (OSA), complicates matters. The Open Data Readiness Assessment report\textsuperscript{58} released by World Bank in May 2017 said Malaysian government agencies were unclear about laws relating to information, particularly the OSA and the PDPA. According to the report, some “key agencies” expressed reluctance to release data for fear of misuse and decisions to share data with the public or third parties, or even between government agencies, were made on a case-by-case basis at a high level. The World Bank report said the private sector has been demanding for more crime statistics and data on public transport, health care, public safety, and education. Civil society\textsuperscript{59}, it said, pushed for specific data on procurement, tenders and budgets, in their work monitoring government financial management.


Political-digital context

Up until the 13th general election in 2013, BN did not appear to use voters’ personal data or social media much in its campaigns, sticking instead to its tried-and-tested method of handing out election “goodies” and promising infrastructure development. This is because BN’s vote bank is in rural areas with Malay-majority voters. In terms of communications, there was not much need then for the ruling coalition to use social media because it largely controlled the mainstream media. The Opposition was forced to use the new media because it had little access to newspapers, radio or television stations.

According to Politweet\(^{60}\), in the 2013 election, 108 out of the 133 federal seats (in a 222-seat Parliament) that BN won were rural ones. The ruling coalition only won 20 and five semi-urban and urban seats respectively. Out of 222 parliament seats in total, 125 are rural, 54 semi-urban and 43 urban.

After the bruising 2013 election, however, BN has since improved its social media presence. Politweet estimated\(^{61}\) that BN’s popularity on Facebook was almost double that of the Opposition, with 5.8 million Facebook users aged 21 and above expressing interest in the former compared to 3.1 million users in the latter. Umno was the most popular Malaysian political party on Facebook with 4.4 million users expressing interest in it, followed by PKR (1.8 million users), DAP (1.3 million users), PAS (950,000 users), MCA (740,000 users), Gerakan (150,000 users) and MIC (81,000 users). “Interest” in a political party, however, did not necessarily indicate support, only awareness, according to Politweet.

According to the Statistics Department\(^{62}\), households with internet access rose to 85.7 per cent in 2017 from 70.1 per cent in 2015. A total of 74.1 per cent and 98.1 per cent of households had computer and mobile phone access respectively. Most internet users (86.3 per cent) reportedly spent time on social networking sites like Facebook, Instagram and Twitter. About 80 per cent of individuals aged 15 years and above used the internet.

A 2017 survey\(^{63}\) by the Malaysian Communications and Multimedia Commission showed that smartphones were the most popular device for users to access the internet. A total of 96.3 per cent of users surveyed used the internet for text messaging, while 89.3 per cent visited social networking sites. About 87 per cent used the internet to get information. The survey said there were about 21.9 million social media users in 2016, out of a 31.6 million-strong population in Malaysia. Most of them (97.3 per cent) said they owned a Facebook account, followed by Instagram (56.1 percent), and YouTube (45.3 per cent). Only slightly more than a quarter (26.6 per cent) said they had a Twitter account. Malaysia is reportedly in the top 10 countries\(^{64}\) in the world for video consumption on Facebook in terms of time spent watching (159 minutes on average, compared to the global average of 102 minutes). Malaysians also reportedly have 1.6 times more friends on Facebook than the global average.

---


\(^{64}\) Lee, R. (2016, May). Malaysians are leading the world in social media and mobile. Retrieved from https://www.soyacincau.com/2016/05/05/malaysians-are-leading-the-world-in-social-media-and-mobile/

Data provided in the Election Commission’s (EC) electoral roll, which can be purchased by anyone (prices listed on its website here, see Figure 7), only contains the voter’s name, date of birth, IC number, gender, and house number. Politicians have said, however, that a voter’s full address can be obtained when an electoral roll is put up on display for voters to check their details. The EC said the 2017 third quarter supplementary electoral roll (RDPT) would be on display (see Figure 8) for 14 days from October 25 to November 6 2017 at 960 places across the country, such as state election offices, computerised post offices, government complexes / offices, district/ land offices, district/ municipal councils/ multipurpose halls/ Rukun Tetangga (Neighbourhood Watch)/ community centres/ halls, and other places.

---

Figure 8: Display of list of claims for the first quarter Supplementary Electoral Roll for 2017 at the Selangor Election Commission office in Shah Alam. According to the EC\textsuperscript{67}, the list displays names of people who submitted applications for new voter registration or change of address, but could not find their names on the electoral roll. A DAP politician asks if these numerous claims are voters being added via the “back door” route to help BN. Retrieved from https://ongkianming.com/2017/05/31/media-statement-is-the-election-commission-ec-trying-to-add-voters-via-the-back-door-to-help-the-bn-win-the-next-general-election/

Data analytics firm Cambridge Analytica – which has been accused of harvesting\textsuperscript{68} more than 50 million Facebook profiles, mostly belonging to registered US voters, in order to target them with personalised political messages – claims to have done work for BN in Kedah (see Figure 9) in the 2013 election. Cambridge Analytica’s website\textsuperscript{69} said it supported BN in the northern state with a “targeted messaging campaign highlighting their school improvements since 2008”.

\textsuperscript{69} CA Political. Malaysia. Retrieved from https://ca-political.com/castudies/castudymalaysia2008
The Prime Minister’s Office\textsuperscript{70}, however, denied engaging Cambridge Analytica or its parent company SCL Group, saying that neither the government nor BN had ever contracted or paid for their services. The Prime Minister’s Office also claimed that an SCL Group country representative told the government that Cambridge Analytica’s advice on the 2013 general election was provided “personally” to Mukhriz Mahathir, who was then Kedah BN elections head. SCL Group Southeast Asia chief Azrin Zizal\textsuperscript{71} also insisted he had provided communication advice to Mukhriz from Cambridge Analytica/ SCL Group for Kedah for the 2013 election, but claimed such services were provided to Mukhriz “personally”. Azrin claimed BN did not employ Cambridge Analytica. Mukhriz was appointed Kedah chief minister after BN wrested back the state in the 2013 election. Mukhriz, who is Mahathir’s son, has since left Umno and is now PPBM deputy president. Mukhriz\textsuperscript{72} has denied engaging Cambridge Analytica during the 2013 election.

Two other data analytics firms\textsuperscript{73}, however, said they have worked in Malaysian elections. AutoPolitical, a political artificial intelligence company based in Singapore, said it worked with a few candidates in the 2016 Sarawak state election and claimed victory in all its campaigns. It also said it was working with four political parties for the 14\textsuperscript{th} general election. Meltwater, an international media intelligence company, said it has done work in the 2008 and 2013 polls and is currently working with one party for the 2018 election.

A pro-Opposition data analytics start-up, Invoke\textsuperscript{74}, is also working with PH candidates for the 14\textsuperscript{th} general election. Invoke founder Rafizi Ramli said his company used phone surveys to get information on voters’ political leaning, among other personal details, so that it could identify swing voters to target. Personalised political messages, he said, were not necessary though, as the key was to profile marginal voters, who could be persuaded with similar campaign issues across constituencies.

In conclusion, up until now, the use of voters’ personal data in Malaysian political campaigns appears to be minimal, mainly because both BN and the Opposition tend to rely on persuading voters through handouts. Social media was also not very developed back then, with cybertroopers only managing blogs.

But BN’s loss of its parliamentary supermajority since 2008, coupled with the massive 1MDB financial scandal and a new rival Malay nationalist party headed by former prime minister Mahathir, may force the coalition to try new tactics in the 14\textsuperscript{th} general election.

Case Study: How Barisan Nasional Uses Personal Data

Ahead of the 14th general election, Umno used voters’ personal data obtained from government agencies to remind individual voters during campaigning how much aid they received from the Barisan Nasional (BN) government, an Umno leader revealed.

The Umno leader, who requested anonymity, said the ruling party went to the district education offices to get lists of teachers and parents (education is under federal jurisdiction in Malaysia); to the People’s Volunteer Corps (RELA), which is under the Home Ministry, for a list of its members; and to other government agencies for a list of recipients of the 1Malaysia People’s Aid (BR1M) cash aid; the national poverty database e-Kasih; civil servants; welfare recipients like the disabled and the elderly; recipients of other government aid like in education; and even a list of patients who go to public hospitals.

These personal details were then “merged” to build a profile of the voter and to calculate how much public aid the voter has received.

“This person has school aid, BR1M aid, s/he is also a RELA member, s/he gets an allowance, so we know, of course this person cannot support the Opposition,” the Umno leader told the writer in an interview.

“Based on our analysis, if we count 40,000 voters in an area, those who get government aid of these various forms must be more than 60 per cent,” he said, adding that this applied even to urban areas.

He pointed out that hospital bills currently spelled out how much treatment was subsidised by the government. (See Figure 1).

“Ward for three days, multiplied by RM150, totals RM450. At the bottom, government subsidy RM350. So total payment RM50,” he said. “So when they get the bills, they will realise they got government subsidy.”
Figure 1: A medical bill at Hospital Sultanah Bahiyah, a government hospital, totaling RM109 after the deduction of government subsidy of RM2,544 from the original bill of RM2,653. Retrieved from the Malaysian Health Ministry’s Facebook page at https://www.facebook.com/kementeriankesihatanmalaysia/photos/a.390879946236.176260.373560576236/10154138196836237/?type=3&theater

When asked if Umno had a list of patients at each public hospital (both Health Ministry and university hospitals), he said: “Yes. We look for it lah. Then we get it, those who are hardworking. Those who are not hardworking won’t get it.”

The Umno leader said that in the previous 13th general election, Umno did not utilise all this data.

“So this GE14, all of this, we have already penetrated,” he said. “Big data, active data.”

Umno campaigned house to house and explained to voters, after getting all their information, the exact amount of government aid they received, he said.

“Actually, when we surveyed, and when we reminded voters – they said ‘Oh, the government doesn’t help me lah, this and that’. So we open lah. [We say] ‘Don’t say like that, Uncle. According to us, you went to hospital this year, three to four times. Actually
you should be paying this much, but because of government subsidy, you got this much. You also have children going to university, two children, they got book vouchers, two people, RM400. You also got BR1M, RM120. Your child in secondary school, we gave RM100 one off. You have four children, RM400. So the amount you got – this is the amount,” said the Umno leader.

He said sometimes voters did not remember or realise how much help they received from the government.

School-going children of those with a household income of below RM4,000 monthly receive a one-off sum of RM100 each. University students from such families get an RM200 book voucher, said the Umno leader. There are various forms of government aid provided by the Social Welfare Department too, such as financial assistance for the disabled, senior citizens, underprivileged children, foster children, the bedridden and chronically ill, and unemployed youth, as well as federal and state aid. Single mothers also receive financial aid from the Women, Family and Community Development Ministry.

Figure 2: BR1M (1Malaysia People’s Aid) is a cash aid programme for Malaysians earning RM4,000 and below a month. The deadline for new applications for BR1M 2018 was December 31 2017. Retrieved from BR1M’s Facebook page https://www.facebook.com/brimonline/

BR1M (see Figure 2) is a cash aid programme that was started by Prime Minister Najib Razak’s administration in 2012, beginning with an RM500 handout to households earning RM3,000 and less. RM2.6 billion was reportedly disbursed to 5.2 million households in 2012, representing around 80 per cent of Malaysian households. The programme has since

expanded. Currently, eligible recipients of BR1M are households earning RM4,000 and less a month and individuals who earn RM2,000 and less monthly.

For BR1M 2018\(^7\), households earning RM3,000 and less monthly are eligible to receive RM1,200 cash aid this year, staggered out into three payouts in February, June and August. Households earning between RM3,001 and RM4,000 monthly will get an RM900 staggered payout, while individuals earning RM2,000 and less will get RM450. This year, the first payout of BR1M was credited into successful applicants’ bank accounts. Previously, BR1M recipients collected their cash handouts at schools, district offices, and BN parties’ premises\(^7\), with operations overseen by BN politicians\(^8\) who also coordinated letters of approval\(^8\). However, this year, BR1M aid still continues to be handed out at presentation ceremonies for applicants without bank accounts. A BR1M 2018 presentation ceremony in Baling, Kedah, saw Baling MP Abdul Azeez Abdul Rahim\(^8\), who is from Umno, distributing the aid to Orang Asli (aboriginal), the disabled, senior citizens, and recipients without bank accounts. He said BR1M applicants could check their applications at the community service offices of Members of Parliament and state assemblymen and Umno division offices.

e-Kasih is a national poverty data bank\(^8\) created by the Implementation Coordination Unit\(^8\) (ICU) under the Prime Minister’s Department. It is used by various government agencies to ensure fair aid distribution and to prevent any overlaps between programmes, as there are several ministries involved in aid programmes: Ministry of Education; Ministry of Women, Family and Community Development; Ministry of Agriculture and Agro-Based Industry; Ministry of Rural and Regional Development; Ministry of Federal Territories; and the Ministry of Human Resource. Those eligible for aid under e-Kasih are those who are on the poverty line, as well as urban households earning RM1,500 or less a month, and rural households earning RM1,000 or less a month. Households with a monthly income of less than RM2,300 are also eligible to register. Citizens cannot register themselves (initially, they could); they must contact the ICU, the state development office, or the federal development department (poverty eradication unit).

e-Kasih reportedly contains personal information\(^8\) of the individual poor and hardcore poor like the federal and state constituency they reside in, residential address, education, skills and employment, property ownership, health status, and income. The databank also contains data on the type and amount of aid received by the applicants and updates on any income changes. Hardcore poor are those with a household income of RM660 (EUR 138) or less a month, while the poor have a household income of RM990 (EUR 207) and below\(^8\).

---


Umno also obtains the Election Commission’s (EC) electoral roll, released each quarter, which contains a voter’s name, identity card (IC) number, district polling station, gender, and complete residential address, said the Umno leader. The electoral roll (see Figure 3) can be purchased87 by anybody, usually political parties, according to the EC.

He said Umno would do “Ops Jejak” to visit voters based on the electoral roll and get their IC number (see Figure 4), phone number, social media accounts, where their children live, political inclination, and any issues they face, an exercise done every six months by Umno Youth for voters aged below 40, Puteri Umno for young women, and Wanita Umno and division leaders for the rest. Umno’s wings – Youth, Puteri and Wanita – refer to young men, young women, and women in the party.

The Umno leader said the objective of the house-to-house survey was to identify white (supporters), black (opponents) and grey (fence-sitters) voters. He estimated that voters who could not be tracked (for example, someone who worked elsewhere) amounted to 20 to 25 per cent of a constituency, while the remaining 80 per cent could be entirely covered by Umno due to its immense machinery. Umno has a branch at each district polling station, except for Sarawak. Some branches, he said, only needed to take care of 100 or 120 voters, so they could complete house visits in two to three days.

During the house visits to voters, Umno members would try to identify voters’ political leaning through indirect questions like: “Are you okay? Are your children in school okay? Do you have government aid or not? What else do you think the government should be doing?”

“Based on their answers, we will know if they support the government or not,” the Umno leader said.

Voters classified as “white” might give answers like: “Before this, I never got. Now each year, Najib gives us BR1M. Even though people say it is sweets, but I never got before during Mahathir’s time, but now I got”.

Figure 4: Sample MyKad. Retrieved from https://www.lowyat.net/2017/148361/data-breach-fallout-time-review-malaysian-mykad-number/
The Umno leader was referring to former prime minister turned Opposition Leader Mahathir Mohamad (see Figure 5).

The Umno leader said for fence-sitters or potential supporters (classified as “grey”), they might say something like: “This BR1M is just sweets. What lah. They should be teaching us how to fish, not give us fish”.

“Black” voters would not let BN survey takers enter their home. He noted also that ethnic Chinese voters were often reluctant to allow home visits from survey takers.

The Umno leader said about 70 per cent of the data collected from house visits was reliable, noting that some survey participants were reluctant to tell everything.

He said Umno did not have geolocation data traced from one’s mobile phone, but such information was possessed by the National Security Council for anti-terrorism purposes in light of the Islamic State threat.

“Sometimes for political purposes, they might use, though. We don’t know,” said the Umno leader.

“If Najib wants to see where Mahathir is now, he can ask MKN, but Umno doesn’t have (this data). Our security agencies have it.”
MKN is the Malay initial for the National Security Council.

When asked if the National Security Council shared such data with Umno, the Umno leader said: “I don’t know. The MKN chairman is Najib. If the PM says ‘I want this information’, they might give. But for us, we can’t have it.”

Umno would use the information gleaned from house surveys to create a map and provide transport to “white” voters during polling day from morning till noon, even in huge constituencies in the cities.

“We have cars and motorbikes,” said the Umno leader.

For online campaigning, the Umno leader said the respective branch leaders in his party would have their own WhatsApp groups in their district polling station for “white” and “grey” voters based on the house surveys, mainly to give information on current issues or to spread political messages. Umno has an information technology (IT) chief in each district polling station. If a district polling station has a 1,000 voters, there will be five WhatsApp groups containing 200 voters each.

Umno similarly had Facebook groups, he said, divided into an Umno leader’s personal group, district polling station, and division in the party. The ruling party seldom used Telegram for campaigning, said the Umno leader. Microtargeting will be used on Facebook to identify local issues in a constituency.

“We’ll compare apple to apple. (For example) what PR [Pakatan] has done in Segambut compared to BN. BN does this and that. For you, the water issue also hasn’t been resolved,” said the Umno leader, referring to frequent water disruption problems in Kuala Lumpur and Selangor. The PKR-DAP-PAS coalition retained Selangor in the 2013 election.

Tracking voters in groups of 30

Umno also has a “Jalinan Rakyat Plus” programme, where certain Umno members track or “take care” of 30 voters each, also known as the previously-mentioned “Ops Jejak” under Umno Youth. These leaders are called K30, short for “Ketua 30” (Leader of 30).

“They will make friends, create WhatsApp and Facebook groups etc, whatever information they get, we give,” said the Umno leader.

He declined to elaborate further on what Umno members did in the “Jalinan Rakyat Plus/ Ops Jejak” programmes, citing party secrets.

Umno has more than three million members, he said. One Umno branch may have 100 members, for example, but there may be 500 residents in that village. The remaining 400 villagers who are not Umno members will be included in the “Ops Jejak” programme.

According to the Umno leader, house visits would be done more frequently in the years closer to the election, depending on locality. If electoral chances were good, it would be done less frequently, but if indicators were not very good, follow-ups would be required, especially for fence-sitters. “Black” voters would be left alone.
An Umno K30 from Hulu Klang in Selangor, who requested anonymity, said he was the “go to guy” for 30 registered voters in his area. His group members are all Umno members.

“I will share the information on the election and issues relating to the election or Umno. I will also be ensuring that the voters will go out and vote on the Election Day. For example, if they don’t have transportation on Election Day, they would inform me and I would get the elections machinery to fetch them,” he told the writer.

He said K30 was an initiative under Umno’s Jalinan Rakyat Plus programme launched in April 2017. The 2018 general election has been touted the “mother of all elections” after BN lost its parliamentary supermajority in 2008 for the first time since 1969, and ceded further seats in the 2013 election. BN (and its predecessor, the Alliance) has never lost a general election in the history of the country. In 2008, BN lost its customary two-thirds majority in Parliament, which had enabled it to amend the Federal Constitution as it wished, and five states — Perak, Selangor, Penang, Kelantan, and Kedah — when PKR, DAP and PAS contested the general election in straight fights against BN. The three parties then formed Pakatan Rakyat. In 2013, BN lost the popular vote to Pakatan Rakyat and even more seats, bagging 133 out of 222 parliament seats, besides failing to regain Selangor, Penang, and Kelantan. Selangor and Penang’s chief ministers are from PKR and DAP respectively, while the east coast state of Kelantan has been under PAS since 1990.

“I started engaging the voters around August 2017. I don’t meet them constantly. We communicate mostly through WhatsApp and calls,” he said, adding that they talked mostly about government policies and initiatives.

“Other than that, mostly answering their questions on current issues,” he said.

The K30 said the only data he collected on his 30 voters was if they were changing constituencies or if they had questions about Umno, which he would then pass to his superior in his party division.

Figure 6: Umno information technology and social bureau chairman Ahmad Maslan. Retrieved from Ahmad Maslan’s Facebook page
https://www.facebook.com/ahmadmaslan?hc_ref=ARQZEPQ7v87mVtofukDkPyoQWyc3Op3iM_PEOpih6qru2vFS-e9jTTr3BI7szG2uyk

According to Umno information technology and social media bureau chairman Ahmad Maslan (see Figure 6), the party’s Jalinan Rakyat Plus programme, where party members monitor 30 voters each, is to study voter attitude and to categorise areas according to their support for BN – white, grey and black areas. Campaigning would be focused on fence-sitters (grey), less so for white, while black areas would be completely ignored.

Under the Jalinan Rakyat Plus programme, Umno members, known as K30, monitor 30 voters each, who are their neighbours. Umno has 22,000 branches under 191 divisions throughout the country except for Sarawak; there are 3.5 million members in the party, according to Ahmad. Each branch has at least 50 Umno members, but not all members of a branch are appointed as K30 as it depends on the size of the electorate in a district polling station.

“It depends on the number of voters there. Divided by 30 – that’s the size of the JR machinery,” Ahmad told the writer in an interview. “Most of the army is women”.

The Jalinan Rakyat Plus programme monitors voters across race as it has non-Malay K30 too from other BN component parties, Ahmad said. BN, which has 13 component parties, is led by Umno. The race-based coalition’s main parties representing Malays, Chinese, and Indians in Malaysia are Umno, MCA and MIC.

Ahmad said the data collected by K30 is mainly on voters’ political leaning and contact details like phone numbers, as well as personal information like their occupation, education level, and number of children.

“The data is 90 per cent reliable,” said Ahmad, adding that such information is collected nearer to the election, like six months before polling date.

Umno Youth vice chief Khairul Azwan Harun said in April 2017 that the kind of data Umno members collected on voters were the name of their spouse, the number of spouses and children, occupation, children’s place of education, and even which stall they hang out at.

**Senior Umno leader denies using government data**

Ahmad, however, claimed that his party did not access voters’ personal data from government agencies.

“We collect the information from village heads; we don’t go to government departments and request for it,” he said.

“Village heads know a lot about everyone in their village – who gets e-Kasih, who gets JKM (Social Welfare Department), they know everything, who gets BR1M, they know everything.”

When asked about urban constituencies with a huge population, Ahmad admitted that it was difficult to get information on welfare recipients.

---

“For urban areas, we depend on the ‘Jawatankuasa Perwakilan Penduduk’,” he said, referring to the Residents’ Representatives Committees\(^9\) set up in local council areas throughout the country under the federal Ministry of Urban Wellbeing, Housing and Local Government, purportedly to assist local councils as areas like security, education, health and transport are under federal jurisdiction.

There are no local council elections in Malaysia. The Kuala Lumpur City Hall is controlled by the Federal Territories Ministry and the KL Mayor is appointed by the federal government, whereas local councils and mayors in other states are controlled and appointed by the state government. In the 13\(^{th}\) general election in 2013, BN failed to retake Selangor, Penang and Kelantan. Selangor and Penang are under Pakatan administrations with a PKR and DAP chief minister respectively, while Kelantan is run by Islamist party PAS.

On online campaigning, Ahmad said he was currently in 991 WhatsApp groups, remarking that it was “probably the highest in the world.”

These WhatsApp groups are mostly internal Umno groups comprising party members, but other Umno members have their own WhatsApp groups comprising non-party members too, like in their villages, party branch area, and school alumni, he said.

Ahmad said IT bureaus in each of the 191 Umno divisions had its own communication channels, be they Facebook, WhatsApp, Instagram, or Telegram, to highlight leaders they wanted to promote, development projects in the area, and problems they wanted to solve.

“Most popular is Facebook and WhatsApp,” he said.

Figure 7: An infographic posted on Ahmad Maslan's Facebook page on March 27, 2018 about the Prime Minister's explanation on the 1MDB scandal, GST (goods and services tax), and the country's debt. Retrieved from https://www.facebook.com/ahmadmaslan/posts/10204768843576999

He added that he himself posted 30 political messages, a mix of graphics (see Figure 7) and videos, on social media daily. Other messages about BN are also posted by Umno Youth, Wanita and Puteri. Ahmad’s Facebook page features plenty of wordy infographics with pro-BN messages and criticism of the Opposition.

“Now, we are winning the war – we are winning the social media war,” said Ahmad, adding that Umno did not pay for any Facebook advertisements.
A video circulating on WhatsApp in March claimed the Chinese-dominant DAP wanted to split up the Malays, eradicate Bumiputera rights, and take over the economy.

Video 1: An anti-DAP video circulating on WhatsApp accuses the Chinese-dominant party of planning to split up the Malays, of propagating the eradication of Bumiputera rights, and of being the true power behind Pakatan Harapan. Source forthcoming

Ahmad also said pro-Umno bloggers were still around, a fixture in the early 2000s, and active in various social media groups.

Video campaigns, however, were dependent on locality.

“Some areas don’t want their data to finish, so they don’t watch videos. If they see if it’s heavy data, they’ll delete. Or if it buffers, they don’t want to wait,” said Ahmad.

Figure 8: A screenshot of a WhatsApp group, which contains ordinary citizens and a few politicians, that mainly discusses current issues.
Figure 9: A screenshot of a WhatsApp group containing Pakatan Harapan politicians and activists, in which a Pakatan Harapan politician is sharing a March 22, 2017 report on US preparing to file criminal charges against alleged 1MDB mastermind Jho Low. Pakatan Harapan is the main Opposition coalition comprising the People’s Justice Party (PKR), the Democratic Action Party (DAP), and two new parties – Malaysian United Indigenous Party (PPBM) and National Trust Party (Amanah). Pakatan Harapan is led by PPBM chairman and former prime minister Mahathir Mohamad.

Malay Mail Online reported\textsuperscript{91} in April 2017 that BN parties primarily used WhatsApp and Facebook for political messaging in both rural and urban areas in the peninsula. This is a form of more “targeted” political advertising, since there are WhatsApp groups (see Figure 8) and Facebook pages or groups for various communities, including the local surau and parent-teacher associations, and specific interest groups (see Figure 9). BN parties also reportedly said they often conducted voter surveys with more than 10,000 respondents at a time to identify voters’ opinion on issues like the goods and services tax (GST), their

political inclination, and basic personal information like name, age, residential address, income, and education level.

**Inland Revenue Board denies giving data to political parties**

The Inland Revenue Board (LHDN), which manages the BR1M cash aid, denied sharing information with political parties.

“BR1M data is not shared with political parties,” LHDN corporate communications CEO Masrun Maslim told the writer.

When pointed out that Umno and Gerakan leaders have told the writer that they had data on BR1M recipients, Masrun said: “You can ask them back what kind of data they have. I don’t have any more comments. LHDN do not involve in politics and please don’t politicise everything [sic]. Thank you.”

Figure 10: A file titled “List of recipients of Bantuan Rakyat 1 Malaysia 2017 Phase 1” that apparently shows names, police or military IC numbers, addresses, and mobile or home phone numbers for the state constituency of Pasir Panjang in Perak. Credit: Shown by an Opposition MP who says he received the list on WhatsApp.
An Opposition MP showed the writer a file titled “List of recipients of Bantuan Rakyat 1 Malaysia 2017 Phase 1” (see Figure 10) that claimed to show names, addresses, and mobile or home phone numbers for the state constituency of Pasir Panjang in Perak. The MP said he had received the list on WhatsApp.

Health Minister S. Subramaniam and Health director-general Noor Hisham Abdullah did not answer questions on whether the Health Ministry gave BN a list of patients that went to its hospitals, together with copies of patients’ bills. Questions to the Ministry of Higher Education’s corporate communications head on whether the ministry gave BN a list of patients that went to university hospitals were not answered.

Umno and MIC leaders have said they have access to national poverty databank e-Kasih. A question to an email address at the ICU in the Prime Minister’s Department, which was given to the writer who had called for information on its hotline, about whether it gave e-Kasih data to BN also went unanswered.

Sometimes, all voters need is a wheelchair

Figure 11: MIC Youth chief C. Sivarraajh hands out goods to people in a photo posted on March 25 2018. Retrieved from Sivarraajh Chandran’s Facebook page. https://www.facebook.com/Sivarraajh/

MIC Youth chief C. Sivarraajh (see Figure 11) said his party did house surveys about once a year by visiting voters on the electoral roll to verify their details and to get further information, such as their phone number, email address, number of children, if they had disabled family members, what kind of financial assistance they were getting, occupation, and education background. MIC service centres will also verify voters’ data whenever they visit.
Separate surveys run by MIC’s “war room” are to identify voters’ level of support for them and to classify “white”, “black” and “grey” areas,” he said.

“We have an online system. We can view real-time changes in that data,” Sivarraajh told the writer.

He said data in the electoral roll was “not reliable at all”, noting that the EC would sometimes “register 20 voters in one house” when voters are shifted.

“So SPR is just to check the names lah, but other data is from our own database,” he said, using the Malay initials for EC. “Better to check house to house.”

He said there were only 1.1 million Indian voters in the country, 80 per cent of which MIC had data on, with local party leaders having further knowledge about these voters.

“If let’s say you go to Kedah, Bukit Selambau, Bukit Selambau chairman Youth, Wanita, we’ll know exactly how many houses, households is there, how many people are our supporters, how many people are not our supporters, what they do, what is their education background, everything.”

Sivarraajh said previously in April 2017 that he could get details of any Indian family anywhere “within five minutes”.

“There are cases of people kidnapped — within an hour, we managed to get back the victim. So this is the network that we have,” he was quoted saying.

He had also said since 2013, MIC has been using data analytics and PR services by consultants working on a volunteer basis.

The MIC Youth chief told the writer that MIC knew who BR1M recipients were and who were eligible for the aid but had not yet registered for it.

“For BR1M, we know exactly in that ‘kawasan’ (constituency), about 200 people are qualified, but only 150 registered, so that means we have to look for another 50,” he said. “This big data is very helpful.”

“Now Pemuda MIC is giving us 10 ‘kerusi roda’ (wheelchairs). From this data, I know exactly how many people need ‘kerusi roda OKU (disabled)’. So from that which is very critical, I say these 10 units, you ‘hantar sana’ (send there). This kind of thing.”

In terms of identifying voters’ level of support for MIC, Sivarraajh said his party would also try to find out why voters were unhappy with them, which could be something as simple as not getting a wheelchair.

“It could be a simple matter like ‘kerusi roda’, they don’t receive after so many times they ask. So this is the time for us to deliver, so they’ll be back with us. Many factors lah. This data is very helpful to me,” he said.

MIC focuses on the B40 and M40 groups, said Sivarraajh, referring to the bottom 40 per cent and middle 40 per cent of income earners in the country. The Indian BN component

---

party identifies the B40 through the government’s poverty database, e-Kasih, he said.

“If you look at the data from the government, e-Kasih, their ‘gaji only kurang’ (salary is less than) RM3,000, but when you go to their houses, you can see they’re earning more than that,” he said.

When asked if MIC took data from government departments like e-Kasih, Sivarraajh said: “Yeah, e-Kasih you have to compare, to get this B40 group.”

When asked if MIC campaigned to people registered under e-Kasih, Sivarraajh said: “Obviously as a political party, you’re a loser if you’re not doing that, but our main intention is to engage with them and to check whether they received this BR1M, all the ‘bantuan-bantuan kerajaan, perumahan’ (government aid, housing), everything, because they need help. And I would say this B40 is hardened supporter of Barisan Nasional and MIC. So it’s our duty to take care of them.”

On Facebook campaigning, Sivarraajh said Facebook advertisements would be targeted based on the location of voters, adding that he spent RM200 per advertisement.

“We try to promote our page to local residents. Automatically there will be people adding you. In Cameron Highlands, average a day, I receive 10 messages from Cameron Highlands. It’s a good sign. That means Cameron people have started using Facebook to communicate with me.”

Figure 12: MIC Youth chief C. Sivarraajh visits SJKC Kea Farm in Cameron Highlands, a Chinese primary school, together with an MCA representative and donates RM50,000 to build a hall. MCA and MIC are component parties in the ruling BN representing the Chinese and Indians respectively. In Election 2013, Chinese comprised 32 per cent of the electorate, Indians 12 per cent, Malays 34 per cent, and others 21 per cent. Cameron Highlands is a traditional MIC seat. Retrieved from Sivarraajh Chandran’s Facebook page at https://www.facebook.com/Sivarraajh/posts/1657894234304506

93 Undi.info. Retrieved from https://undi.info/pahang/r18/P78
He said political messages on Facebook had to look attractive, catchy and colourful. Most of his messages were in the form of videos (see Video 2) and graphics (see Figure 12).
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“It’s not a direct message saying ‘We’re from BN, you must vote us’. It’s indirect. You must be creative.”

Sivarraajh said MIC also had various WhatsApp groups based on age and locality. “If I go to Tanah Rata, I’ll blast my programme in Tanah Rata to the Tanah Rata people so they can join me. WhatsApp group is very effective. But it has to be creative as well lah. You give them three seconds to digest the whole thing. It cannot be too wordy. At the same time, it cannot be...long video kind of thing. Short, simple and sharp.”
Gerakan vice president Dominic Lau (see Figure 13), who is the Gerakan service centre coordinator in the federal Batu constituency in Kuala Lumpur, said his party could receive a list of 8,000 Rela members in his constituency from the paramilitary civil volunteer corps, containing their names, IC numbers and phone numbers. Gerakan is one of BN’s component parties that does not place racial restrictions on its membership, but its members are mostly Chinese.

“When you say government, only Rela, because I’ve attended many Rela programmes,” Lau told the writer, when asked if Gerakan received government data.

“Our main objective is to try to get them to support us, this is one, and second is, whatever programmes, we’re trying to engage them also.”

He also said Gerakan used to get data on between 4,000 and 5,000 BR1M recipients when it previously helped to distribute BR1M vouchers and assist recipients in their applications for the aid. BR1M data was provided by LHDN before the 13th general election, said Lau. Now, however, BR1M is credited directly into recipients’ bank accounts.

“Last time we had to distribute the voucher. That time we can get the data. But now we don’t have. We do that to get the data when we help the people to fill up the forms, to
update, then we can have the data,” said Lau.

He said the BR1M data he had previously included applicants’ names, phone numbers and IC numbers, which he categorised according to their birthdays. (The first six digits of an IC number is one’s date of birth). A Malaysian citizen’s name, especially for the major ethnic groups Malay, Chinese and Indian, is often indicative of their ethnicity.

Lau said for the past five years, he has been sending SMSes to these Batu voters to give birthday wishes or seasonal greetings during major festivals.

“When I walk into the ‘pasar’ (market) in Batu, they will come to you and say ‘thank you for your birthday greeting’, so that means it’s effective. ‘Every year without fail, you send birthday wish’.”

He added that during campaigning in the 14th general election, he will SMS these voters and ask them to support his party, noting that not everyone had WhatsApp.

Figure 14: Gerakan vice president Dominic Lau at a Chinese New Year open house by the Taman Tasik Indah Mewah residents association. Retrieved from Dominic Lau Hoe Chai’s Facebook page at https://www.facebook.com/DominicLauHoeChai/posts/2073102322705744

Lau admitted, however, that his BN component party was “very weak” in managing data collected on voters who participate in the party’s programmes and activities (see Figure 14).

“Sometimes we key in, sometimes we don’t key in, sometimes the phone number is correct, sometimes it’s not correct. It also depends on people who fill up the form, how they handwriting, some people, the old people, they also don’t know what is their handphone number. All sorts. When we go down to the ground, we face all these problems,” he said.

On Facebook campaigning, Lau said besides targeting advertisements based on location, he also set targeting according to language – Chinese, English and Bahasa Malaysia, as different groups had different issues. He said he spent RM1,000 a month on Facebook
campaigning (see Video 3). Although Gerakan’s membership is not race-based, its members are predominantly Chinese.

Video 3: Dominic Lau posts a video of his visit to a night market in his constituency of Batu, where he hands out balloons. Retrieved from Dominic Lau Hoe Chai’s Facebook page at https://www.facebook.com/DominicLauHoeChai/videos/2104455179570458/

“Our strategy now is to vote on the candidate, rather than party. That’s why all the allocations we have, we give it to the coordinator, not to centralise,” he said, adding that national-level messaging would be left to BN.

Lau said Gerakan had 300,000 members, with personal information on them like their name, IC address, phone number and address.

“As a coordinator, we focus on Gerakan members first, second is component party members, third is NGO leaders that we have, then only to the ‘rakyat’ (people),” he said.

“But party members not necessary to vote for you. We have a lot of members in Penang. Why we still lost? If all party members voted Parti Gerakan candidate, we won’t get zero,” Lau added, referring to the 13th general election when Gerakan failed to win a single seat in Penang.

Gerakan only won a single parliament seat in the 2013 election, as Chinese voters mostly swung towards the Opposition.

Lau said Gerakan also ran surveys through house visits to identify voters’ political leaning, but could cover only between 20 and 30 per cent of voters in Kuala Lumpur due to voters’ reluctance to participate in the polls. Most of the Gerakan survey takers do not live in the area they run polls on, unlike Umno, said Lau.
Video 4: A Penangite complains that she cannot make ends meet even though she is a senior executive. She also complains about over-development in Penang, high property prices, and frequent floods. She asks: "Isn't 10 years enough?" Retrieved from YouTube at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XN_tMr_T3hk

A Mandarin video titled “Penang, would you hear my story?” (see Video 4), which featured a woman complaining about living conditions in Penang since Pakatan took over the state in 2008, went viral in February, but appeared to attract mostly negative comments about BN instead.

Video 5: MCA video showcasing Malaysia’s history, with a message saying that Malaysia can only progress if there is peace. Comments on the post are mostly negative. Retrieved from MCA’s Facebook page at https://www.facebook.com/MCAHQ/videos/1672312852814468/

---

MCA tries to get members to vote BN

An MCA leader, who requested anonymity, said his party would do house visits one to two months before polling day, mainly to keep in touch with its own members and to identify any problems they were facing.

“Our questionnaire is more to [ask them to] support BN,” he said.

He added that MCA (see Video 5), which is a Chinese BN component party, has 1.06 million members. Its membership application form lists details like name (in English and in Chinese), IC number, mailing address, gender, email address, mobile number, house phone number, languages spoken, occupation, industry, and education level.

When asked if MCA had e-Kasih data or information on BR1M recipients, the MCA leader said: “They won’t give...if the voters we touch, we can get the details, if not, we cannot.”

He said the data collected through MCA’s house visits to voters was just to “solve their problems”.

The MCA leader explained that during house visits near the election, volunteers only had time to ask voters to support BN and to ask what kind of problems they were facing.

“Early morning they will print, what they print is the voter’s slip, voter’s slip will put in the information, name, IC, address, and locality to vote. This one, pass to the voters. When they pass to the voters, they just ask, ‘anything I can help you, any problem you facing?’ After everything distribute, this one complain what, then come back, 6 o’ clock, 8 o’ clock they come back. Then we have meeting. You have to organise the meeting day to day. They come back to the meeting and said today I collect 10 problems. In the meeting, they will solve lah. This one belongs to ‘Ahli Majlis’ (local councillor), tomorrow you go to ‘Majlis’ (local council) to do this, do that, solve the problem. This one wrote complaint letter, solve the problem. This one we can solve directly. Then distribute to everybody, then start tomorrow, will working. This is the normal timetable day to day.”

He said during polling day, each candidate needed 400 to 600 volunteers to do campaigning and to monitor the balloting process, including to check if voters were coming and to arrange transportation, 20 cars, to help send senior citizens and car-less voters to the ballot box.

Transport would be arranged mainly for MCA members. But the MCA leader said during the 12th and 13th general elections, which saw BN losing its parliamentary supermajority, voters refused to pick up the phone when transport arrived, even though they had previously told MCA they needed transport to the ballot box. Due to strong anti-government sentiments among the Chinese, MCA only won seven parliament seats in the 2013 election, compared to Umno that won 88 federal seats.

“They say they need, but when you arrive and when you call them, nobody inside or what. So change a bit lah. That time I think Opposition is too strong already,” the MCA leader said.

MCA central committee member Ti Lian Ker\(^96\) said in April 2017 that its party’s think tank, INSAP, conducted surveys on voters’ stand on issues like the GST and the economy. He also said that his party started big data analytics since the 2014 Kajang by-election.

“Prior to that, big data was very alien to some of the leaders,” Ti was quoted saying. “We do not do this just purely to convince, to convert or to con people to support us.”

**Most Asian countries are data-thin**

Auto Politic, a political artificial intelligence start-up based in Singapore, said most Asian countries, including Malaysia, did not collect much data on voters or on people’s media consumption habits. Electoral rolls in Malaysia only contain the voter’s name, IC number, date of birth, gender, and address. Auto Politic operates in Taiwan, Malaysia, Indonesia, and Hong Kong.

As such, Auto Politic said it only had social data, which is information on what people are talking about on social media.

“Unlike in the US where voter registration database is accessible and the consumer data is abundant and up-to-date, most Asian countries are data-thin in this respect,” Auto Politic founder Roger Do (see Figure 15) told the writer, adding that Auto Politic knew this from experience.

“Social Data from Facebook remains the most coherent and standardised. While there are relevant and useful non-social data about potential voters, they’re fragmented, hard-to-access, and data accuracy is both suspect and lagging.”

---

He pointed out that the United States had data on voters’ party affiliation, voting records (whether they voted or not), and address, as well as information on television and media consumption patterns.

He said what AutoPolitic really wanted was voter registration data like that in the US, which can be correlated with the region’s historical return to create a model, as well as consumer data like credit card data, credit risk scores, and media consumption habits.

“Adding in consumer data, we can predict attitude based on macro and rolling consumption trend. Basically everything US companies are already doing.”

Data on party affiliation and media consumption cannot be obtained by scanning Facebook profiles as that is against Facebook’s terms of service, said Do, except for a specific type of permission which AutoPolitic does not deal with.

AutoPolitic, which is working with four political parties and more than 100 federal-level candidates in Malaysia’s 14th general election (there are 222 parliament seats in Malaysia), said its clients may give AutoPolitic party members’ contact information. The data is uploaded to Facebook so it can be matched up through Facebook’s User Directory. The Facebook User Directory contains information filled out by Facebook users themselves.

The data given by political clients is usually a combination of address, phone number, and email address, but fields are usually incomplete and the information outdated.

“The matching part is very precise, but the quality of data uploaded is typically of poor quality, so high rejection rate. Those that does match are pretty much spot on,” Do said.

He said currently, AutoPolitic worked with whatever information its clients had at hand, noting that social data was sufficient so far and that user data could be used through Facebook’s system.

“In 10 years, that may not be enough,” Do said. “Hence why I’m obsessive over micro-tactics, and micro-tactics demands more fine-grained data.”

Do said political campaigns on Facebook should not be done like those on traditional media, direct marketing, or banner ads, but noted that most in Malaysia did not fully utilise the social media network’s capacity.

“Most campaigns have not adopted social networks as a main strategy, and even less are taking advantage of social intelligence derived from social data,” he said, noting that political campaigns in Malaysia generally treated Facebook like a TV channel. When asked if videos of politicians or quote posters were suitable for Facebook advertising, Do said TV ads on social media performed less well than TV ads on TV.

“It's just cheaper, and less effective. So to craft socially useful and viral content, it's a different discipline that political campaigns have not mastered, or even think it exists.”

AutoPolitic, he said, extracts meaning and creates a feedback loop through “digital empathy and social intelligence”, based on what people are talking about on social media.

---

“Most political campaigns use Facebook like my grandmother uses an iPad as a tea coaster.”

He said the bare minimum data Facebook needed for political ad targeting was to simply find a cluster of Fan Pages that conformed to the candidate and to use Facebook’s Look-A-Like Ad solution to find more.

“Look-a-like is an advertising function that allows you to create a group of seed users, i.e. Fans you know who love your articles. Then you tell Facebook, ‘okay, find more people who are like this group of Fan I have indicated’ and you can then advertise to those people who might like your stuff, but you don’t know who they are.”

Facebook also has functions and vendors that allow for automatic testing of advertisements.

“We measure the changes in each ad's performance and advise our clients based on ad performance relative to campaign objective,” Do said.

Do said AutoPolitic, which focuses on “election management” and not content creation, charged clients US$2,000 a month. His firm’s AI programme98 tracks a candidate’s influence on social media, identifies opinion leaders on the candidate’s campaign issues, checks the influence of various messages, and looks at how an audience perceives the messages.

He has claimed that a “handful” of candidates who consulted AutoPolitic in the 2016 Sarawak state election had all won their campaigns.

Invoke

Video 6: Invoke video showing its INV8 online news channel broadcast at 8pm. That particular episode is on the Anti-Fake News Act and a planned Bersih protest against the redelineation of electoral boundaries, among other news items. Retrieved from Invoke’s Facebook page at https://www.facebook.com/invokemalaysia/videos/824190201103991/

Invoke, a pro-Opposition data analytics outfit, released a report in March 2018 on its predictions for the 14th general election, claiming that Pakatan Harapan would retain Selangor and Penang and win three additional states – Kedah, Perak and Johor. It also claimed Negri Sembilan and Malacca would get hung assemblies, while BN would retake Kelantan from PAS that has governed the east coast state for almost 30 years. Invoke further claimed PAS would not win a single parliament seat. Invoke also has an online news show broadcast at 8pm Mondays to Fridays (see Video 6).

Invoke said voters were profiled through traditional phone polling, phone banking and canvassing, digital tracking over social media, and digital polling over Facebook. Data was analysed through “logistic regression”, which is an elementary statistical method used to predict binary outcomes. Microsoft Azure was used to run the analysis on voters’ likelihood of voting for a particular party.

The data outfit said since December 2016, it has dialed more than 17 million numbers and successfully recorded voting responses from more than 200,000 voters. It is unknown where Invoke got these phone numbers from. Digital polling and social media tracking added over 300,000 more data points, it said. Invoke said its surveys usually had a 95 per cent confidence level and a margin error of between 1.5 per cent and 4 per cent.

---

Invoke founder Rafizi Ramli (see Figure 16) previously said in April 2017 that Invoke gathered “millions of data”\(^{100}\) on voters from basic information like age, residential postcode, gender, race and religion, to their political inclination, whether their votes were transferable between Opposition parties, as well as their position on issues like Shariah law.

Invoke said in its March 2018 report that its voter surveys included topics like the 14\(^{th}\) general election, a proposed Shariah Bill in Parliament by PAS president Abdul Hadi Awang, the prime minister’s popularity and Opposition’s candidate for prime minister, vote transferability, voter sentiments and main issues, national opinion poll, sentiments on the economy, as well as polls in various constituencies.

Invoke, which was started by PKR vice president Rafizi in August 2016, said previously it is working with 50 candidates\(^{101}\) in the 14\(^{th}\) general election, most of whom are from PKR.

Rafizi has said Invoke’s task is to identify swing voters with a 40 to 60 per cent probability of voting for a particular party so that the party can focus campaigning on this group of voters, rather than to expend resources on hardcore pro-Opposition voters or solid BN supporters.


“You should never preach or campaign to converted people,” Rafizi told Malay Mail Online in April 2017.

“We should only campaign to persuadable swing voters, and in our case, Opposition, we need to work on those voters who were either genetically Umno but now feel like they hate Umno for whatever reasons, or those voter groups or clusters whom by profile have groused with Umno.”

Rafizi also said then that personalised political messages for voters may not be necessary, stressing that Invoke’s work was focused on profiling “marginal” and “persuadable” voters.

He claimed issues like the goods and services tax (GST), salary levels, and the migrant influx could be common issues across all the 50 constituencies Invoke is working in. Big data analytics also enabled candidates to identify issues that had traction in their constituency.

“If you give some solutions to this and you convince them, it already covers 90 per cent and it may be able to convert 90 per cent. Then I don’t have to go into the details of talking about what Alor Setar residents want,” Rafizi was quoted saying.

Rafizi also previously said Facebook was the most effective way to reach out even to rural voters, as party members were usually the ones attending campaign rallies, also known as “ceramah”, most of the time. He said Malaysians spent about four hours a day on social media.

“What we need to get through are people who will not leave the comfort of their bedroom or living room, or people who want to know more but couldn’t be bothered,” said Rafizi. “There’s only one way to get through them — it’s through Facebook.”

Mysterious phone surveys

Two Malaysians have reported getting phone calls from parties claiming to come from an outsourced contact centre service provider and from the “Pusat Banci Negara” (“National Census Department”), who asked questions about their voting preferences. There is no such National Census Department; national censuses are run by the Department of Statistics Malaysia.

Norman Goh, a journalist, told the writer that he received a call on March 20 2018 from a woman introducing herself from “Pusat Banci Negara”, who spelled out his name in full and spoke in Bahasa Malaysia.

The woman asked him several questions in Bahasa Malaysia, which were: “Do you think the current government is good or not? Do you know Stampin MP YB Julian Tan Kok Ping? Do you think he’s good or not? Do you think the Opposition is better as the government, yes or no?”

Tan is from the DAP.

Goh said the caller hung up before he could ask her where she obtained his phone number.
A young Chinese woman said she received a phone call on March 12 2018 from UTS, who asked her about her voting preferences, polling station, and reason for voting. UTS’ website\textsuperscript{102} describes it as one of Malaysia’s “leading outsourced contact centre service providers”.

“I didn’t give them a chance to ask further because I declined to answer,” she told the writer.

It is unknown which political parties have commissioned these phone surveys.

---

A note to Readers:

Between the time Boo completed this piece in March 2018 and its publication in June 2018, a number of political developments in Malaysia transpired. A brief summary of these events follow.

- **May 9**: 14\textsuperscript{th} general election which sees Pakatan Harapan (PH) win federal power and Barisan Nasional (BN) ousted from government for the first time since Malaysia’s independence.
- **May 10**: Mahathir Mohamad sworn in as Malaysia’s seventh prime minister.
- **May 11 - 12**: PH forms the Kedah and Perak state governments, respectively, after two BN assemblymen defect to join PH. An alliance between the Sabah Heritage Party and PH creates the Sabah state government after six BN representatives defect. Among the constituent political groups comprising BN, The United Sabah Party becomes the fourth Sabahan party to leave BN, after the exit of Upko, the Liberal Democratic Party, and Parti Bersatu Rakyat Sabah.
- **May 19**: The People’s Progressive Party President M. Kayveas announces that the party has left BN, though the announcement is disputed by other party leaders.
- **May 30**: Prime Minister Mahathir Mohamad announces that payments under the 1Malaysia People’s Aid (BR1M) will continue, but the scheme will be renamed “Cost of Living Aid”.
- **June 23**: Gerakan leaves BN, leaving the coalition which once had 13 component parties with the three original parties of BN’s post-Independence predecessor, the Alliance – Umno, MCA and MIC.
- **June 24**: In the Umno election, outgoing Umno Youth vice chief Khairul Azwan Harun fails to win the race for the Youth chief post that was won by Asyraf Wajdi Dusuki. Shahril Hamdan is elected Youth vice-chief.

\textsuperscript{102} UTs. Retrieved from \url{https://unitedteleservice.com/about-us/}